
CFX Quantum Ltd Introduces “Q-HATS”. The most recent advances in technology. 

5%

CFX QUANTUM 

TOKENOMIC 

CFX Quantum creates a new platform pooling the interest of professional traders, 
the highest level mathematicians and money managers together with final customers.

CFX Quantum BURNS tokens every quarter 
by investing 5% of his turnover. 

CFX Quantum is constantly developing the system of HATS and the 
disruptive Q-HATS (Quantum Highly Advanced Trading System) that will 
allow shortly to give “near Zero risk” results by using a Pre Quantum-Chip
in cooperation with Fujitsu and a University research center.

CFX Quantum will allow Zeroone, its wallet and CFXQ Token to
a impressive number of final consumers, strongly directed and

incentivized to refer to all their social contacts by the linked
distribution partner ATS.

“ZEROONE” is the most exciting result

The token will become scarce over time

Its founders have already achieved millions of customers in services, 
telecommunications and financial products and have already started to 
create the basis of the initial sharing group for CFX with over 50.000 
members already testing the Wallets functionalities.

To educate Partners and customers to fully understand the HATS and Q-HATS system, 
Sentiment Index, and Blockchain basics, the CFX marketing department will be focused 

on the following:

WEB ADVERTISING AND
PROMOTION 

CUSTOMER SUPPORT
DEPARTMENT REFERRAL MARKETING PR

We'll select one of the most 
credible PR Agencies operating 

in the international field, with 
whom there will be a total 

focus in organizing a 
continuous series of PR 

Events in each Country where 
we'll operate.

Superior results generated by 
HATS will lead to referrals. We 

expect an average of 0,5 
Customers referred x active 

customer.

CFX will hire, train, and 
coordinate the activity of a 

highly professional customer 
support team that will use 

Salesforce CRM.

We'll engage a premier Web 
Marketing Agency, already 

operating in Europe, to manage 
a full Social Media Marketing 

campaign. The principal 
Social Media instruments that 
will be utilized include Social 
Network, Interactive Videos,

Landing Pages, Group Activities, 
Social Events, and Prizes.
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